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Herd...Home...Rest...Refuge
Caring for the Whole Elephant

For the 13 elephants who call The Sanctuary home and
for the others that eventually will, The Sanctuary is
Herd…Home…Rest…Refuge...and Individualized Care
for Life. This “care” doesn’t just address the elephants’
physical health, but also their social, behavioral, and
psychological health. The Sanctuary works to address all
of these… “care” for the whole elephant.
In this issue, we’ll discuss some of the different ways we
make sure that The Sanctuary is a healthy, dynamic, and
exciting environment for the Girls, relying not only on
the natural habitat, but also on items and practices that
enrich everyday life for the Girls. At The Sanctuary, we
refer to the staff who work directly with the elephants
as “Caregivers.” If you are receiving this issue, then that
title applies to you also. Thank you for caring.
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Message

Herd...Home...Rest...Refuge
Quarantine Barns and Habitat

from The Board
501 (c)(3) Nonprofit Corporation

The Elephant Sanctuary is licensed by the United
States Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the
Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency (TWRA).

P.O. Box 393
Hohenwald, TN 38462
PHONE: 931-796-6500
FAX: 931-796-1360
elephant@elephants.com

Our Mission

The Elephant Sanctuary in Tennessee,
founded in 1995, is the nation’s
largest natural-habitat refuge
developed specifically for endangered
elephants. It operates on 2,700 acres
in Hohenwald, Tennessee—85 miles
southwest of Nashville.

2013 was a year of celebration, joy, loss, and love

at The Elephant Sanctuary in Tennessee. Much was accomplished.
We celebrated four milestone birthdays, including Shirley’s 65th.
Her 3-day birthday event in July drew over 300 people to our
Welcome Center in Hohenwald. The inaugural “Billie’s Birthday
Fun Run” in October had participants from 7 states. Our YouTube
channel had over 800,000 views. Our Facebook page now has over
62,000 followers. We reached 800 students in classrooms around
the country via our Distance Learning Program.
The accomplishments of 2013, along with your tremendous
response to our funding needs and wish lists, ensure The Elephant
Sanctuary continues as a safe-haven dedicated to the well-being
of the elephants in our care. The progress made supports the
infrastructure for the safety and care of the elephants who live
here and for those to come.

The Board of Directors
The Elephant Sanctuary in Tennessee

The Elephant Sanctuary exists for
two reasons:
To provide a haven for old, sick,
or needy elephants in a setting of
green pastures, hardwood forests,
spring-fed ponds, and heated
barns for cold winter nights.
To provide education about the
crisis facing these social, sensitive,
passionately intense, playful,
complex, exceedingly intelligent,
and endangered creatures.

As a true Sanctuary, the habitat where the
elephants live is not open to the public.

To learn more about The Elephant Sanctuary
and all of the resident elephants, visit:

www.elephants.com
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On a warmish morning earlier this year,
Billie, Liz, and Frieda stood still and uncharacteristically silent, staring straight ahead
with their ears outstretched. BOOOOOONG!
BOOOOOOOONG! BOOOOOOOOONG!!! After a
few moments’ silence, the trio sounded their
response to the gong’s outburst. It was a
spectacular racket, one heard several times
all over The Sanctuary since the gongs
(purchased by donors via our Wish List)
arrived. The trio spun around excitedly,
reached their trunks towards one another in
reassurance and then toward the gong to “feel”
the source of this new sound.
“Free choice” is one of the guiding principles of our
elephant care. During the winter months, many of the
Girls choose to spend more of their time (mostly in
the evening) in the heated barns that exist for this
exact purpose. This means they spend less time in the
hundreds of acres of natural habitat to which they
have access. During these times, caring for the Girls
means creating new experiences, sensations, and
stimulation that their natural habitat would normally
provide - hence the gongs. According to Caregiver
Brianna, Debbie, Minnie, and Ronnie were also
excited by the new sounds and sensation. “They got
even more excited once they touched the gong and felt
the vibrations! They bowed and flapped their ears and

Above: A computer,
and a webcam is all
a classroom needs
to virtually visit The
Elephant Sanctuary.

Billie and Liz above
with Frieda at right.
The trio are rarely seen
very far apart.

kicked their feet in
the air and took turns
touching the gong,
feeling the vibrations
with their trunks.”
Caregivers have been noticing Minnie taking frequent
naps out in the habitat, soaking up the first warm
hints of the coming Spring. Billie, Liz, and Frieda
have taken advantage of the nicer days to get out and
stretch their legs, walking all the way up the hill to
the “Winter Wood,” before returning to the barn for the
evening. Caregiver Kelly T. says that “Frieda’s roar and
Billie’s trumpet are some of the best sounds heard
at Q, and they can be heard as
far away as the other side of the
property.”
Debbie, Ronnie, Billie, and Liz
are currently receiving tuberculosis
treatments. Apples, marshmallow
fluff, molasses, oranges, and assorted other edibles serve as vessels for
the necessary medications. All four
are progressing nicely. Frieda has
been showing signs of feeling poorly
but has improved after a round of
antibiotics. TB meds, antibiotics,
gongs, peanut butter-smeared walls,
and warm February sunshine are all
part of the “care” for these Girls.

Above: Students at Liberty Park
Elementary in Indianapolis, IN, raise
their hands to answer a question posed
by Sanctuary Staff during a Distance
Learning Program in February.
Contact todd@elephants.com for more
information.
At left: The Elephant Sanctuary Facebook
Page. Over 62,000 views on Facebook and
growing approximately 1,000 a day.
Debbie, Ronnie and Minnie

...continued on page 4
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Herd...Home...Rest...Refuge
Africa Barn and Habitat

Herd...Home...Rest...Refuge
Asia Barn and Habitat

Caring for the elephants isn’t just a “day” job. Elephants
eat about 16 hours out of every day…at all hours. When
it is warm, the Girls will continue to graze out in the
habitat throughout the night, as do their counterparts in
the wild. When it is cold and the elephants are spending
their nights inside, Caregivers bring in hay and browse
for the Girls to munch on throughout the evening. And
on many evenings in the Africa Barn, pine is on the
menu.

most part, downing trees is
strictly a Tange/Flora enterprise. Something that the
Africans do have in common
with the Girls on the other
side of the property, however, is that they also choose
to spend more time inside
the heated barn during the
winter months. So…in an
Upon entering the Barn on a recent morning, Caregivers
were greeted with a now familiar sight – Tange using her effort to keep these two
trunk and tusks to strip away the bark from what was left magnificent ladies’ minds
and bodies engaged and inTange tucks her hay for travel
of a pine tree. Tange and Flora both seem to be fond of
teracting
with
their
indoor
AND
pushing down the pine trees in their habitat and then
outdoor habitat…the trees sometime come to them.
eating the bark and sometimes even the wood. This is
a behavior not shared with their Asian cousins. For the
“Browse” is an important part of an elephants diet. This
term loosely means twigs, shoots, leaves, branches, shrubbery, and even trees. When the elephants are inside due
to the weather, Caregivers are constantly securing fresh
browse to bring into the barns for the Girls, and the
African elephants go through it especially quickly. Of
course, collecting browse is much more of a task for
Caregivers than for Flora and Tange. “Flora always eats her
hay and just watches while we drag in a new tree for her,”
Caregiver Kelly says, “and she just has this ‘look’ on her
face while she watches her Caregivers struggle to move a
Flora grazes on the African plateau
pine tree that she could toss like a toothpick.”

AFRICAN AND ASIAN ELEPHANTS: a brief visual comparison

S.E. ASIA & INDIA

AFRICA

• Larger ears

• Smaller ears

• B ack dips and

• B ack is rounded

rises

• H ead rounded

• H ead is flat &

Tange

angular

• M ales & females
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have tusks

with two mounds

Tarra

• Females do not
have tusks

AFRICAN ELEPHANT

ASIAN ELEPHANT

Thursday, February 20th, was warm;
a good day for a couple of elephants
to take a swim. For the past seven
years, warm days often meant that
Misty and Dulary would take a dip
in the pond. Following Dulary’s
passing on December 23rd (see pg. 6),
Caregivers wondered if Misty would
swim alone when the time came.
No one realized that the answer
would reveal itself so soon.
The herd dynamics within The
Sanctuary are unique and very
special. In the wild, female
elephants spend their entire lives
within the same herd. They socialize with the same
elephants in these extended family units from childhood through adulthood. The Sanctuary herds are very
different. The elephants, for the most part, met each
other as mature animals. They’ve met, socialized with,
and said goodbye to many elephant friends over the
course of their lifetimes. But they are elephants, and
very social ones...and seeing the herd deal with the
loss of one of their own reinforces how strong the
bonds formed at Sanctuary have become.
Dulary spent her final hours inside the Asia Barn, and
Winkie

Sissy

Misty, Tarra and Shirley often eat their hay snacks together

the other elephants were given access to visit her
there one last time after she passed away. Caregivers
watched Misty stand over Dulary’s body for a long
time. Everyone’s heart went out to her…human and
elephant alike. In the following days and weeks,
Misty’s Sanctuary “sisters” were there for her. Tarra
and Shirley stayed close by for days, comforting
Misty with trunk touches and just being near. Sissy
and Winkie even came around, and we could actually
see the entire Asian herd together for the first time
in months – grazing, vocalizing, getting on with life
in Sanctuary. Shirley and Tarra now watch over Misty
while she sleeps, sometimes gently touching her with
their trunks. “The days seem balanced for Misty,”
shared Caregiver Nicole, “She has been seen napping
with Shirley, eating with Tarra, and also wandering
through the woods alone. I think she is adjusting well.”
Come Spring, Tarra, Shirley, Sissy, and Winkie will
roam much farther out into the habitat, far away from
the barn where Misty and Dulary spent most of their
time. If Misty chooses to follow them, a whole new
world awaits. That warm Thursday in February may
have provided a hint of what is to come.
Misty went for a swim….with Shirley….65-year-old
Shirley who, as far as we know, has never actually
gone swimming in this particular pond. Maybe Shirley
decided that after nine years of walking around the
pond, it was time to test it out. Or maybe, just maybe,
Shirley didn’t want Misty to swim alone. We think
Misty will be fine.
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Remembering Dulary

Environmental Enrichment

“As a Philadelphian, you have been part of
my life since my earliest memories. Your
service was long and wide-reaching, your
impact was boundless. I am so grateful that
you got to spend the last years of your life
in the bliss and joy you deserved.”
Justin,
New York, NY

What does a 50-gallon drum filled with popcorn have in common with a lawn sprinkler,
a braided fire hose, tractor tires, gongs, jellybeans, paper mache, and 2700 acres of natural
Middle Tennessee habitat? They are all crucial
components in the overall care of our elephants. Wild elephants typically wouldn’t
encounter these things, so why do we
need them here? While the vast Sanctuary
space may well seem like a wilderness to
them, these are no longer wild elephants.
They are something even more unique and
more rare…they are Sanctuary elephants,
and Sanctuary elephants have their own special needs as
individuals and as a herd.

1963 - 2013

“She truly was the sweetest
elephant that ever lived.
I don’t believe I will ever
meet a more trusting or
gentle creature. I am so
grateful to have known her.”
Caregiver Jessica,
Hohenwald, TN
Dulary left us on the morning of
December 23, 2013, after seven years in
Sanctuary. Born in India in 1963, Dulary
spent 43 years at the Philadelphia Zoo,
where she touched the lives of thousands
of visitors. When Dulary arrived at
The Sanctuary in 2007, she became fast
friends with Tarra…and then Misty.
Although she is no longer here to swim with
Misty or share hay with Tarra, Dulary’s spirit
will forever be a part of The Sanctuary.
To read more about Dulary’s life in
Sanctuary, please visit www.elephants.com.
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Dulary with her best friend Misty

In the wild, the daily search for food, water, and other
needs provides the elephants with all the environmental interactions they require. We encourage our Girls to
utilize the environment in the same way, but for many we
need to create other opportunities….especially in Winter
when the Girls are choosing to spend more time inside
and not outside in the habitat.
“How can we enrich the Girls’ Sanctuary experience
to allow more natural behavior to bloom?” is an
often-discussed question at The Sanctuary, and
environmental enrichment is a vital part of our

Above top: Shirley spins a popcorn filled barrel to catch the delicacies
falling from drilled holes.
Above middle: Ronnie picks strawberries from a peanut butter heart.
Above bottom: Minnie is curious about the sound and vibrations
created from a Caregiver striking the gong.
At left: Billie finds an edible “jungle atmosphere” in the warm barn
on a winter day.

elephant care program. Margaret Whitaker, an animal
behavior consultant working closely with The Sanctuary,
explains this more succinctly, “Enrichment 1) changes the
animal’s environment; 2) which creates a behavioral opportunity; and 3) that opportunity enhances the animal’s
welfare.” Our team is constantly creating new opportunities
to engage the elephants’ senses, encourage socialization,
challenge their problem solving capabilities, and promote
mental and physical health…enriching their lives.
The Sanctuary team works daily to create new ways to make
each day in the life of each elephant as “rich” as possible
through all kinds of interactions with their herd and
environment. At Sanctuary, every day is a little different.
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2011 - Shirley & Tarra

Our founding elephant has spent nearly half of her life in Sanctuary.
The story of her friendship with Bella continues to warm hearts
all around the world. Now in her 40th year, Tarra has greeted many
new arrivals, watched The Sanctuary grow to 2,700 acres,
and spent countless peaceful days grazing deep in her habitat.
Happy Birthday Tarra!
2006 Tarra & Bella

2004 - Tarra

2010 - Winkie, Shirley, Sissy & Tarra
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Autumn 2013 Tarra grazing on the pipeline
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The Elephants’ Friend
Rosanne Sietins

Answer the questions below to find out if you
have what it takes to be a “Sanctuary Scholar!”
Answers are upside down - below.
?1: Which elephant weighs the most at TES?

Debbie and Ronnie

?2: Who is the shortest elephant at TES?

?3: Which TES elephant was a resident of the Six
Flags Over Texas Petting Zoo in the 1960s?
?4: Which TES elephant appeared in the 1988
motion picture Big Top Pee Wee?
Hint: She is cast as “herself.”
?5: Who is the tallest elephant at TES?
Caregivers. Even though Rosanne
has been active as a member and
officer in numerous other service
organizations (seven, presently)
the elephants have always been
close to her heart.

Sissy

Tarra
Flora

?6: Who was the first Elephant to call TES home?

Kid’s Corner

Connect the dots to see which elephant just turned 40.

Rosanne summed up her hopes for The Sanctuary’s future
clearly, “I believe in Sanctuary. I want to see it grow, and
I want to see it shared with everyone. I want everyone
to think about the treatment of animals in captivity.”
Dr. Richard Rhoda, Chairperson of The Elephant Sanctuary
Board of Directors, added, “Her work goes far beyond just
volunteering for a worthy cause; it truly is a labor of love for
the elephants, which enriches the entire Sanctuary community.”
Thank you, Rosanne.

Cookies for a Cause
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Minnie and Ronnie

To learn more about how you can volunteer your time to
spread The Sanctuary mission in your community, contact
todd@elephants.com or call 931-796-6500 ext: 101.

After volunteering at Billie’s Birthday Fun Run last
October, Girl Scout Troop 20213 of Knoxville, TN decided
they wanted to do something more to raise awareness for
The Sanctuary. In conjunction with their annual cookie
drive, the girls will also be distributing information about
The Sanctuary AND giving their customers the opportunity
to purchase additional cookies to be sent to The Elephant
Sanctuary (Yes, our elephants eat Girl Scout Cookies…
in moderation, of course).
Thanks Girls!

TARRA

The next year, Rosanne was asked to staff The Sanctuary
information booth at the Oktober Heritage Festival in
Hohenwald. Rosanne discovered she didn’t just have a
passion for the elephants, she had a knack for sharing
that passion with others. An active member of PEO,
a Philanthropic Educational Organization, she made it
a personal mission to introduce all 12 PEO chapters in
Middle Tennessee to The Sanctuary. As the President of
The Elephant Sanctuary Friends Council (a team of community volunteers based in Middle Tennessee), Rosanne has
overseen numerous outreach booths and community presentations. As if that were not enough, she often arrived
at our Welcome Center with trunkloads of treats for the

Test Your Sanctuary Knowledge

A1: Minnie A2: Ronnie A3: Sissy (her original name was “Lil’ Sis Flagg.”) A4: Flora A5: Debbie A6: Tarra, in 1995

“I liked the slogan, ‘They Packed Up Their Trunks and
Moved to Tennessee,’” explained Rosanne Sietins. She had
seen the slogan in a public service announcement about
TES in a magazine in the late 1990s. Like the elephants,
Rosanne was a Tennessee transplant. She’d moved here
a few years before when the Tennessee Valley Authority
recruited her to work in their Human Resources department. The Sanctuary wasn’t ready for volunteers then, but
Rosanne kept checking, and in 2002 she found herself
painting one of The Sanctuary barns in Hohenwald, TN.
Over the course of a picnic lunch with other volunteers
and Sanctuary Co-Founder Scott Blais, Rosanne became
hooked. “I’d never thought about animals in captivity
before. I had never thought about their intelligence.
I didn’t realize how caring elephants could be.” Rosanne
eventually began making regular trips to help out wherever
needed, all the while recruiting others to do the same.

?

Elephant Trivia
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Elephant Sanctuary Merchandise
Use the order form envelope inside this newsletter or shop online at: www.elephants.com/estore

“In Memory” T-Shirt - $20.00

Tees & Sweats

Elephant Sanctuary Merchandise
Use the order form envelope inside this newsletter or shop online at: www.elephants.com/estore

All
proceeds
benefit
The Girls!

NEW!

Totes

Miscellaneous
Books

Ele T-Shirt $20.00

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

Image details for both
as seen on Totes
Full color images of those elephants
passed with their names and dates
on a sky blue tee. Unisex sizes.

Full color images with names of all the
Girls who reside at The Elephant Sanctuary
on a garnet color tee. Unisex sizes.

Adult q (S) q (M) q (L) q (XL)
q(XXL) q (XXXL)

Adult q (S) q (M) q (L) q (XL)
q(XXL) q (XXXL)

Shirley’s T-Shirt - $20.00
NEW!

Shirley’s image is framed in bamboo on
the front with her name, date
she retired to Sanctuary along with
The Sanctuary logo and
www.elephants.com. Unisex sizes.

Ele Shoulder Tote
$20.00
Elephant Face - Hoodie -$56.00
The Mountain hoodies are pre-shrunk unisex
sizes. They have a relaxed, baggy fit, dyed using
organic dyes and printed with soft, non-toxic
water-based inks. Has The Elephant Sanctuary
logo on the back.
Adult

q (S) q (M) q (L) q (XL) q (XXL)

Adult q (S) q (M) q (L) q (XL)
q(XXL) q (XXXL)

Cardinal Red Hoodie $39.95

The Elephant Sanctuary
Logo printed on the front in
white. Made of pill resistant
air jet yarn. 50/50 cotton poly
fleece. Unisex sizes.

q (S) q (M) q (L) q (XL)
q (XXL) q (XXXL)

Socks
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Adult q (S) q (M) q (L) q (XL) q (XXL)
q (XXXL)

Magnet Puzzle $10.00

(orange & grey)

COMING SOON

Billie
Dulary & Misty
(blue & grey)
q (S) q (M) q (L) q (XL)

Liz, Billie and Frieda are featured on
this magnetic jigsaw puzzle. Fun that
sticks! 5 X 7 – 30 pieces, made in the
USA for children 9+

Tarra & Bella
Tote Bag
q $15.00
Beige with
4-color imprint

Calligraphy Cards $10.00
Elephant Photo
Greeting Cards - $12.00

These cotton chino constructed twill caps by
BAYSIDE® have 6 panels, matching velcro/strap,
precurved bill, flag on closure AND are
MADE IN THE USA. The Sanctuary logo is
embroidered on the front
q Navy q Green.

Shirley
Socks

q Shirley q Tange
q Tarra & Bella q Dulary q Billie

Hats

Caps - $20.00

q (S) q (M) q (L) q (XL)

q (S) q

(green & aqua)
(M) q (L) q (XL)

note: (S) = Toddler; (M) = Youth;
(L) = Women; (XL) = Men

Journey to the Namibian desert and
witness through the eyes of Caitlin
O’Connell, an exacting and innovative
scientist, one of nature’s largest, most
complex, and most intelligent mammals living today on this earth.

NEW!

MADE IN THE USA

Tange

The Elephant Scientist
$15.00

Magnets $3.00

NEW!

Elephant Face T-Shirt - $20.00

Adult Unisex sizes in Blue

Very roomy beige cotton
tote bag with full color
images of those elephants
passed.

Socks - $7.00

HOT PINK t-shirt with the Sanctuary logo
in white.
Adult q (S) q (M) q (L) q (XL)
q(XXL) q (XXXL)

Tarra & Bella T-Shirt NEW COLOR
(4-color)-$20.00

Beige with
green Sanctuary
logo

NEW!

Women’s Hot Pink
Logo T-Shirt - $15.00

q (S) q (M) q (L) q (XL)

Green Logo
Tote Bag
q $10.00

Adult q (S) q (M) q (L) q (XL)
q (XXL) q (XXXL)

Our logo t-shirt is now available in black
with a large white logo across the chest.
Unisex sizes. Adult q (S) q (M) q (L) q
(XL) q(XXL) q (XXXL)

“In Memory”
Shoulder Tote
$20.00

In Behemoth, Ronald B. Tobias
has written the first comprehensive history of the elephant in
America. As tragic as it is comic,
this enthralling chronicle traces
this animal’s indelible footprint on
American culture.

Beige with
4-color imprint

This classy navy colored sweatshirt
has The Elephant Sanctuary Logo
printed on the front in white and www.
elephants.com on the back. 50/50 cotton/polyester preshrunk.
Unisex sizes.

Black Logo T-Shirt - $15.00

Youth

Shirley
Tote Bag
q $15.00

Navy Logo Sweatshirt
$20.00

Our All-American Tee is 100% made
in the USA. The Elephant Sanctuary
logo is printed on the chest and www.
elephants.com printed down the sleeve.

Adult relaxed fit. Sanctuary logo imprinted on
the sleeve in white. Elephants.com on the back.
100% cotton. Unisex sizes
Adult q (S) q (M) q (L) q (XL) q (XXL)

Very roomy beige cotton
tote bag with full color
images with names of all
the Girls who reside at
The Elephant Sanctuary.

Adult q (S) q (M) q (L)
q (XL) q(XXL) q (XXXL)

Long Sleeve
White T-Shirt - $24.95

Adult

Behemoth $15.00

f Detail g

Elephant Sanctuary
Mouse Pads $10.00
q Tarra & Bella
q Tange and Flora

Visor - $20.00

Blank inside for all occasions! Four
different full color photos of the Girls.
12 cards w/envelopes.

Created by artist Ramya Black just
for us. 4 1/4 X 5 1/2. 12 in a pk. with
envelopes, blank inside.

Silicone Wristband - $5.00
www.elephants.com in white on
green bands. Will not fade or chip.

Khaki visor with The
Elephant Sanctuary logo
embroidered in green.
Vat dyed for true color

Window Decal $10.00

Now you can show your support of The Sanctuary
by displaying our new logo window decal.

More!

Lots of other merchandise available. Please visit
our Gift Shop online at www.elephants.com/estore
Follow the links on our website to
order Elephant Sanctuary US Postage
Stamps and “Ele-Checks.” A portion
of proceeds benefits The Sanctuary!
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Adopt An Elephant

End of Year Recap

$10.00 Adopt at the $10 level and you will receive:

Supporters of The Elephant Sanctuary are passionate about creating a better world for elephants. They give
generously because they see a direct and quantifiable link between donations and outcomes. To more than 25,000
donors who made gifts in 2013 The Sanctuary sends this message: We are grateful to have earned your confidence
and we want you to know your philanthropy will be used appropriately. The 2013 Annual Report with information
about our activities and financial performance is posted at http://www.elephants.com/reports.php.
A quick glance at the numbers from 2013 tells the story of our donors’ commitment.

10,000
Plus

2
ATV’s

2,577
Meals

57
VIP Donors

1,000
Wish List

800
Students

New or renewed
memberships

Given in honor
of Shirley’s 65th
birthday

Provided for
elephants with
Feed-for-a-Day

Made gifts
with a pledge
of $10,000

Items
underwritten
by donors

Made a virtual
visit to The
Sanctuary via
Distance
Learning

50,000
Views

20
Big Rigs

1
Dog

40,000
Thumbs-Up

1,285
People

14
Elephants

Unique visits to
the EleCams in
just one month

18-wheelers
full of
North America’s
finest hay
and feed

$40,000 given
in memory of
Tarra’s BFF,
Bella

Facebook
Likes

Adopted an
Elephant

Had the
opportunity
to live a
better life at
The Elephant
Sanctuary

Save the Date May 6 New Internal Road
The Community Foundation of
Middle Tennessee will host a
24-hour online campaign to
raise money for our cause. The
Elephant Sanctuary’s goal of
$25,000 will purchase a truck for
caregivers and veterinarians in the habitat.
Go to www.elephants.com to join our email list
for news on incentives and bonus prizes.
Click on The Big Payback logo
to donate on May 6th!
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• A Certificate of “Adoption”
• A printed photo of your “adopted” elephant with a full
biography telling her amazing story.
• A subscription to The Elephant Sanctuary’s electronic news
updates, E-Trunklines, with submission of your email address.

Flora
$50.00 With a $50 donation you will receive:

• A
 certificate of “Adoption”
• A printed photo of your “adopted” elephant with a full
biography telling her amazing story.
• A membership for one year and a subscription to
The Elephant Sanctuary’s newsletter, Trunklines

• Billie
• Liz
• Frieda
• Ronnie
• Debbie
• Minnie
• Tange
• Misty
• Sissy
• Winkie
• Shirley
• Tarra
• Flora
Your adoption of an elephant means not only a second chance for these elephants, but also their first taste of life as
a member of a family. Thank your for joining our efforts to give them this gift of freedom, companionship and health.

Please use the enclosed envelope/form to designate your gifts. SANCTUARY MUCH!

Wish List
On the website, The Elephant Sanctuary maintains a wish list that is ever-changing to meet
the needs of the elephants in our care. You can
help by underwriting a specific item. Please go
to www.elephants.com and select “You Can Help”
from the main menu and choose “Wish List,” or
contact lorenda@elephants.com.
At right is a list of some of the needed items. You
can help pay for one of these items by check or
credit card, just indicate on your check the item
you wish to underwrite and send in the enclosed
envelope. Thank you for your contribution.

Elecare Supplements & Supplies:
(Ongoing Needs)
Aluminum Scoops, 46”
Platinum Plus Wellness Formula
Cosequin Equine Powder w/MSM
Envirocide Disinfectant
Probiotics Gel
Xacto Carving Routers, #X135
Xacto Blade Handles,
#3206 & #3261
Nolvasan Solution
Liz’s General Medical Fund

ITEMS:

General Facility Needs:
(Ongoing Needs)
ATV Tires for 4-Wheelers
DeWalt 18 volt Rechargable
Batteries
Daylight Dimmable LED Light Bulbs
Special Requests: (One Time Need)
Heavy Duty Dumping Hopper
Bobcat Attachment: Skid Steer
Auger
Honda Rubicon ATV

If you have questions, please call Lorenda at 931-796-6500 ext. 105 for more information.

Coming in July
Carol Bradley’s latest book, Last Chain on Billie: How One Extraordinary Elephant
Escaped the Big Top will be available in our online gift shop in July. Bradley’s
research sheds new light on our own Billie’s life and long journey to Sanctuary.
If you can’t wait until July to order, you can pre-order at www.amazon.com
“…riveting, haunting, and inspirational. Billie’s story kept me up at night –tearful
and joyful – as she entered and then wouldn’t leave my heart.”
Author Marc Bekoff

The internal road at the right, connecting Asia and Quarantine
habitats, nears completion thanks to our donors. Sissy and
Winkie show much interest in the construction.
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The Welcome Center
Calendar
The Welcome Center is open to the public every Thursday and
Friday and selected Saturdays below from 11 am to 4 pm.

The following special programs are scheduled at 3:30pm on the
third Saturday of the months upcoming.
April 19------ “What Makes an Elephant an Elephant?”
May 17 ------- “An Elephant Toy Story: Enrichment at The Sanctuary”
see pg 6
June 21 ------ “What Does an Elephant Eat?”
July 19 ------ “Shirley’s First 15 Years at Sanctuary”
As a true Sanctuary, the habitat where the elephants live
is not open to the public.

Become a Member of
The Elephant Sanctuary Herd
With just a $40 donation, you can provide care and
feeding for one of our Girls for one day! A $100 gift can
provide distance learning for a school classroom, or a $500
donation can bring much needed medical care to our aging
herd. All gifts have an impact! Consider joining as one of
the following:
$10 EleBacker $80 EleFriend
$500 EleEnthusiast
$40 EleHelper $150 EleAdvocate $1000 EleChamp

For news between Trunklines issues,
follow us online!
eTrunklines:
monthly email newsletter:
sign up on our website or email
elephant@elephants.com

“The Elephant Sanctuary
in Tennessee”

“ELEPHANTSdotCOM”
youtube.com/
elephantsanctuarytn

To improve the lives of captive elephants,
please contact your legislators.

We would like to thank our many
corporate supporters including:
Bridgestone Americas, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt,
The Landis B. Gullett Charitable Trust and HCA/TriStar Health.

If you are interested in becoming an EleVIP,
please contact Lorenda Rochelle,
Donor & VIP Programs Manager,
lorenda@elephants.com
• phone 931-796-6500 Ext 105 • Fax 931-796-1360

Please visit our website:

www.elephants.com
501 (c)(3) Nonprofit Corporation A financial statement is available
upon written request from the Office of Consumer Affairs.

